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ABSTRACT  
Purpose- The purpose of this study is to investigate the spillover effect of energy price shocks on aggregate stock market and sub-sectoral 
indices including industrial, food and beverage, technology and metarial during the period of Covid-19 pandemic. Energy prices, which play 
an important role on macroeconomic and financial factors, and their shocks affect several industries differently.  Recently, European energy 
crisis due to decline in gas storage levels indicate once again that upward movements oil and gas prices lead to serious adverse conditions in 
various sectors by raising energy costs. In the world, the energy insfrastructure has an interwined struture. Thus, distruptions which may be 
seen in any chain on the industrial side will negatively influence many sectors from food to technology. Also, energy sector is expected to 
face critical changes in the near future because of climate changes. This situation may challenges in price formation of energy prices. So, 
examining of the impact of  price movements in energy sector on various sectors become more of one issue of the main research areas in 
risk management. 
Methodology- The study employs DCC-GARCH model, which is one of the multivariate GARCH models, to reveal the spillover effect from 
energy price shocks to sectoral indices. DCC-GARCH model proposed by Tse and Tsui (2002) estimates conditional correlation parameters to 
indicate spillover effects between variables.This model allows to relatively easy parameters estimation and to modeling of interdependence 
in volatility. Thanks to this model, it is analysed between variables by estimating time-varying conditional correlation. After determining of 
spillover effect between energy price shocks and stock market indices, causality in variance proposed by Hafner and Herwartz (2006) is 
applied to specify the way of spillover effects. This test have the advantages that it is not necessary to model the internal dynamics 
simultaneously, it allows the causality in variance to examined by considering multiple lag lengths, and the model selection does not affect 
the success of the test. 
Findings- The analysis reveals that the there is highly volatility spillover effect between energy prices and industrial, food and beverage and 
metarial sector indices. However, it is seen that technological sector index underreacts to energy prices. With respect to the results of Hafner 
and Herwartz causality in variance, energy price shocks caused volatility shifting in ndustrial, food and beverage and metarial sector indices. 
Increases in energy prices lead to volatility spillover effect from energy sector to industrial, food and beverage and metarial secotrs due to 
energy crisis by raising production cost. The results are of importance in terms of risk management, heding strategies and asset pricing. 
Conclusion- Based upon the analysis findings it may be concluded that policy makers should implement the policies to moderate the adverse 
impact of increasing energy prices on the economy. So, renewable and environment friendly energy policies become more of an issue. At 
this point, firms should produce via clean and renewable resources and update their strategies dynamically.  
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